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Abstract 
In studying the axi-symmetric flow induced by source-sink distributions in a rotating cylindri- 
cal basin in the absence of radial barriers, a highly organized pattern of instability has been 
observed in the laminar Ekman layer along the bottom of the basin. The instability manifests 
itself in the form of almost perfectly concentric cylindrical sheets or curtains of water which 
rise as sharply defined vertical jets from the Ekman layer and penetrate the entire depth of 
fluid. A less sharply defined downward motion between the curtains completes the circulation 
celis thus developed. At some maximum critical radius, the curtains usually disappear, and the 
flow at larger radii is a stable, laminar Ekman flow. Quantitative observations of ring spacing 
and critical radius are reported for experiments in which angular velocity, flow rate, viscosity 
and total depth of water were varied over experimentally available ranges. 
Introduction 
It has been shown in an earlier pa er in this 
that it is possible to drive systematic circula- 
tions in a rotating basin by means of suitably 
distributed sources and sinks of fluid. Ths 
technique offers the possibility of studying 
flows in a homogenous system, without the 
complexities introduced by density gradients 
and convection phenomena in the presence of 
temperature fields. 
In studying the axi-symmetric flows induced 
by source-sink distributions in an “open” cy- 
lindrical basin (i. e. in the absence of radial bar- 
riers), we have observed a highly organized 
pattern of instablity in the laminar Ekman flow 
which forms a boundary layer in contact with 
the bottom of the basin. It is within this Ek- 
journal (Stommel, Arons, and Fa1 P er, 1959) 
Contribution No. 1135 of the Woods Hole Ocea- 
nographic Institution. 
* The rotating tank facility was constructed and 
operated under a grant from the Research Corpora- 
tion, 
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Fig. I .  Top view of tank showing concentric curtains of 
fluorescein dyed fluid rising from Ekman layer. Source 
at center of tank near bottom of photograph; rotation 
counter clockwise; relative zonal velocity Y+ clockwise; 
Ekman layer spreading radially outwards. (Scale mark- 
ings in cm.) 
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Fig. 2. Side view through wall of tank, showing sharpness of rising curtains and Ekman layer along bottom. Center 
of tank is to left of photograph; dyed region spread from left to right. Jets a t  right look lower than those at left 
because upward velocities are smaller at radii approaching the critical radius. Multiple images are present because of 
reflections at bottom and at water surface, i.e. colored region, circles, and downward jets appearing in upper part of 
photograph are surface reflections of the interior flow. Upward velocity of curtains is about 0.7 cm/min. 
man layer that fluid is transported radially, 
either inward or outward, across isobars of the 
essentially geostrophic bulk flow in the interior 
of the basin. 
The instability manifests itself in the form of 
almost perfectly concentric cylindrical sheets 
or curtains of fluid which rise as sharply de- 
fined vertical jets from the Ekman layer and 
penetrate the entire depth of fluid (Figures I, 
2)  forming circulation cells with less sharply 
defined downward motions in the regions be- 
tween the upward rising curtains. The radial 
spacing between the rising curtains is hghly 
regular and is a function of angular velocity, 
viscosity, and total depth of fluid in the tank, 
i.e. it is indicated to be a function of the Tay- 
lor or of the Ekman number. At some maxi- 
mum critical radius the curtains usually disap- 
pear, and the flow at larger radii is a stable, 
laminar Ekman flow; ths  points to the ex- 
istence of a critical Reynolds number for the 
development and maintenance of the instability. 
STERN (1960) has examined, theoretically, 
the stability of Ekman flows in a somewhat 
simpler geometry. His analysis predicts, at 
least qualitatively, the principal features of the 
instability we describe in th s  paper. 
Method of observation 
The ex erimental system consists of a cy- 
about 3 0  cm deep, mounted on a carefully lev- 
elled rotating platform, driven by a s 
nous motor through a Graham variab e speed 
transmission. During experiments, a transpar- 
ent cover was placed over the tank to prevent 
the development of “wind driven” circula- 
tions. The “source” consisted of a measured 
flow of water supplied to a funnel mounted at 
the center of the tank. To reduce turbulence 
in the source region, this water entered a ver- 
tical cylinder with a diameter of twelve cen- 
timeters, mounted at the center of the basin in 
such a way that the source water could run 
radially outward around the bottom of the 
cylinder. 
The flow within the system was made visi- 
ble by using potassium permanganate or fluo- 
rescein dye in the source water. Photographs 
could be taken from above or through the side 
of the tank. Observations of the velocity of the 
zonal geostrophic flow in the interior of the 
basin were made by periodically photogra h- 
ing the displacement of small particles or [its 
lindrical P ucite tank, 130 cm diameter and 
rho- 
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of paper moving with the water (at the sur- 
face). 
Thermal circulations were minimized by 
performing experiments when tank water and 
source water were in equilibrium with room 
temperature. The latter was changed in order 
to change the temperature (and, therefore, the 
viscosity of the water) in certain series of ex- 
periments. Check runs at zero source strength 
showed no systematic circulations of the kind 
observed at non-zero source strengths; no local 
velocity noted at zero source strength exceeded 
0.09 cmlsec. 
In several runs, where the temperature of 
the source water was I - z O C  lower than that 
of the water in the tank, rings were observed 
as usual; in other words, the pattern occurred 
in spite of the thermal stability induced by the 
denser Ekman layer water. 
Experiments were performed at angular ve- 
locities of I to 2 radians/sec., source strength of 
I to 5 cm3/sec., kinematic viscosities in the 
range of 0.007 to 0.012 cm2/sec., and water 
depths of about 2 to 12 cm. The laminar Ek- 
man layer under these circumstances has a 
depth of the order of I mm. 
In all cases, quantitative observations were 
made only after the system had had a period of 
the order of one hour in which to arrive at a 
steady state. 
Equations of the basic flow 
Using cylindrical coordmates r, 4, z and tak- 
ing q5 positive in the same sense as w, the an- 
gular velocity of the tank, we have: 
For the depth of water when the tank is 
rotating in static equhbrium: 
w2 r2 k = k o  + - 
28 
(1) 
= D  - _  - - rz  
O 28 ) 
where ho is the depth at r = 0; Do is the depth 
of water when the tank is not rotating, and a 
is the radius of the tank. 
For the equations of motion: 
(4 dq 2% dr az2 -22v ,# .=  - g - + v -  
where vr and vd are the respective components 
of velocity relative to the tank, q is the per- 
turbation in the height of the free surface, and 
v is the kinematic viscosity. 
These equations assume: (a) steady flow 
with negligibly small inertial terms, (b) hy- 
drostatic equilibrium in the vertical direction, 
(c) axial symmetry, i.e. no 4 dependence of t 
or q, (d) negligible lateral friction, i.e. negli- 
gible contribution from the lateral Navier- 
Stokes term V V $  where 0% is the horizontal 
Laplacian. (As will be shown subsequently, 
VV$ turns out to be identically zero for the 
solution obtained, which is therefore in reality 
a complete solution for the linearized Navier- 
Stokes equation in this case). 
The vertical boundary conditions are 
(4) v,= V d =  0 
along z = 0, the bottom of the tank, and 
along z = h, the free surface. 
4 The quantity - is carried as a parameter and 
is ultimately determined by the source and sink 
conditions at r = o and r = a and the require- 
ments of continuity. 
It is convenient to introduce the notation 
dr 
The solutions of equations (2), (3),  (4, ( 5 )  are 
then found by standard methods: 
1 C O S ~  (2p - c) cos 5 + cos ( 2 , ~  - 5)  cash 5 cosh 2p + cos 2p .[I- 
( 7) 
In these experiments p is of the order of 10 
to S O ,  and equations (6) and (7) reduce to the 
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simpler forms with the familiar laminar Ek- 
man spiral in the neighborhood of the bottom 
of the tank: 
v + = -  g - [ I - & - ~ C O S c ]  dv (9) 
2 w  dr 
The vertically integrated radial and zonal 
volume transports V, and V+ become, respec- 
tively : 
g d v d  Vr= - - - - cm3/sec., cm (10) 2 w  dr 2 
For particular cases, 9 is determined by con- 
dr 
tinuity and source-sink conditions : 
(a) Source of So cm3/sec. at r = 0, and sink 
of equal intensity uniformly distributed around 
the periphery at r = a. Free surface neither 
rises nor falls, i.e. vertical velocity T o  = 0. 
Continuity requires : 
2nrV,= So (12)  
and combination of equations (10) and (12) 
gives 
dq 2 w s O  
dr ngdr  
-= -__ 
then 
and v+ becomes essentially a ~ / r  vortex above 
the Ekman layer. 
(b) If the surface is allowed to rise or fall (ix. 
the basin fill or empty because of the source- 
sink distribution), ria +o, and the equation of 
continuity requires : 
where C is the constant of integration. 
(c) If a source So is uniformly distributed 
around the periphery, and V, = o at r = 0, 
we have : 
' so To=--; c = o  
na2 
r SO Vr= - __ 
2 na2  
Here v+ represents a "solid rotation" above 
the Ekman layer. v+ is cyclonic and the Ekman 
transport, V,, is radially inward for positive So. 
(d) If there is a point source So at r = o and 
V, = o at r = n, we have: 
Vm= - 
So a r 
V + =  - a(;- - )[I  - E - ( C O S  r ]  (23) 
Here v+ above the Ekman layer is deter- 
mined by the superposition of a I / r  vortex and 
a solid rotation in the opposite sense in such a 
way as to give v+ = o at r = a. 
One experiment has been performed with a 
peripherally distributed source (case (c)) to 
verify the prediction of eq. (19) that the zonal 
flow will be a solid rotation. A solid rotation 
was observed under these circum3tances. 
All the observations of instabilitv of the Ek- 
I a(rV,)  . man flow were made with a central source 
r 2r  - - To ( I 6 )  (case (d)) for the situation described by eqs. 
(20)-(23). The physical interpretation or de- 
scription of this situation is as follows: The 
presence of a central source (positive So) must 
Combination of (16) and (10) and integra- 
tion give: 
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produce a uniform vertical velocity through- 
out the fluid as the surface rises. Water must 
be transported radially outward from the cent- 
ral source, and such transport can occur only 
in the frictional boundary layer. The source 
therefore induces a general anticyclonic zonal 
eostrophic flow with an Ekman layer at the 
tottom. A net cross-isobar transport of water 
radially outward (to the left of the zonal flow) 
takes place in the Ekman layer, the zonal geo- 
strophic velocities adjusting themselves to pro- 
duce the required transport and horizontal di- 
ver ence in the Ekman layer. 
include the effect of lateral friction, eq. (2) 
would have on the right hand side the added 
term 
I f p  the equations of motion were written to 
v [f r 2 ar (r  $) - $1 (23 a) 
and eq. (3) would have a similar one in v6. So- 
lutions with radial dependence of the form r 
or I /r make this term identically zero. Thus the 
basic field solutions developed above are actu- 
ally solutions to the complete, linearized Na- 
vier-Stokes equations applicable to this prob- 
lem. 
Quantitative verification of the basic flow 
The basic flow as described by eqs. (20)- 
(23) was verified quantitatively in two ways: 
(a) by direct observation of the zonal surface 
velocity v b  for various values of o and So. 
(b) by direct observation of the rate of radi- 
al spread of the colored Ekman layer when dye 
was introduced into the source. 
A comparison of observed and predicted 
zonal surface velocities is shown in Figure 3.  
Each set of points, denoted by a particular 
symbol, represents the results at different radii 
for a particular run at some value of o, Y, and 
So. Instability of the Ekman layer was present 
in each run. Under the existing circumstances, 
however, the scatter of the data is within the 
range of experimental uncertainty. We  are led 
to say that in these experiments the zonal sur- 
face velocities agree, within experimental er- 
ror, with the predicted basic field values, and 
it is not possible to assert a significant effect of 
the Ekman instability on the basic flow. 
A similar result is obtained for observations 
of the radial spread of the Ekman layer. Assu- 
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Fig. 3 .  Scaled zonal velocity v6 vs. radial position, for 
various combinations of source strength and angular ve- 
locity. 
n a d  1 
Theoretical curve: - - "4 = - - 
Experimental Runs 
Symbol 
SO 0 
SO W 
(cm3/sec) radians/sec) 
0 2.71 I .02 
X 3 .32  2.01 
0 3.39 1.02 
A 3.30 2.01 
3.6s 2.02 + 3.74 I .oo 
ming that the visible radial spread will be de- 
termined by the maximum value of vr in the 
Ekman layer, eq. (21) gives: 
where r/a. Integration of eq. (24) gives: 
where t = o when r = 0, and t is the time 
taken for a particle to reach radial position B. 
Figure 4 shows a scmilogarithmic plot of 
(I  - ,P) vs. t. Only one run of this kind was 
made, and the scatter of results from run to 
run is therefore not established, but the ob- 
served values are considered to be in good 
agreement with predictions, especially at val- 
ues of B of about 0 . 3  to 0.5 where the insta- 
bilities and their critical limit were usually ob- 
served. The uncertainty indicated for the ex- 
perimental points in Figure 4 stems from the 
fact that the outer boundary of the colored 
ring was not perfectly circular. 
W e  thus conclude that the basic flow field 
obtained in these experiments is in good agree- 
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0 5 10 15 20 25 0.1 I 
T I M E  t (MINUTES) 
FiS. 4. Radial spread of Eknian laycr vs. time 
Theoretical curve: cq. (25)  
Experimcntd observations: 
0 = 1.79 radians/sec.; So = 2.42 cni3/sec. 
a = 65 CIII. 
Range of uncertainty indicates ou t  of rouiidncss of sprca- 
ding Ekman laycr. 
ment with the values predicted by the analysis 
of the prcccding scction. Noticeablc dcpartures 
from simple laminar flow arc, howcvcr, in- 
variably obscrvcd in two regions: ( I )  a turbu- 
lent region within a few ceiitiiiictcrs of the 
center of the tank (2) a turbulent band several 
ccntiinctcrs wide at the outer rim. In these re- 
gions thc laiilinar flow is unstable, and turbu- 
lence pcnetratcs thc cntirc dcpth of fluid. Ap- 
parently thc presence of thcsc two turbulent 
regions docs not scriously affect thc basic flow 
regime in the interior of the basin. 
Observed instability of the Ekman flow 
Figures I and z show typical top and side 
views, respectively, of the curtains of fluid 
which originate in the Ekman layer and pene- 
trate the entire depth of flow, The phenome- 
non is characterized by a “wave length”, A, or 
spacing between the curtains. of the order of 
I to z cm. and by a critical radius r, beyond 
which the curtains do not occur. All the accu- 
niulatcd values of A and r, for various combi- 
nations of So, co, h, and are Y sumniarized in 
Table I together with accompanying values of 
Ekman, Taylor, Reynolds, Rossby, and Froude 
numbers. The specific definitions for the vari- 
ous iiunibers in the present context are indica- 
tcd in Table I. 
STERN’S (1960) assyniptotic analysis in Car- 
tcsian coordinates predicts an instability of 
esscntially the type obscrved in these cxperi- 
nicnts-a flow drawing its energy from the 
Ekiiian layer and pcnctrating the entire dcpth 
of fluid. He further prcdicts that the wave 
lcngth of the resulting cells will be a function 
of the Taylor number, E (see Table I) : 
Figure 5 shows a plot of observed values of 
f 
Ec 
Fig. 5 .  Rcduccd ring spacing, A/d  vs. fourth root of Taylor 
number, E;j4. 
0 Points from Tablc I for cascs in which r, was rcasona- 
bly wcll defined. 
x Points marked (?) in Tablc I for cascs in which r, was 
very poorly defined. 
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Lngular 
Jelocity 
.ad. Isec. 
0 
- 
4.48 
4.37 
4.73 
4.42 
4.70 
4.54 
3.71 
4.74 
4.62 
4,70 
4.65 
4.80 
4.63 
3.77 
4.45 
4.90 
4.78 
4.81 
3.62 
2.60 
6.02 
7.14 
3.52 
3.50 
3.47 
5.80 
733 
5.02 
6.04 -
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
2.18 
1.57 
1.57 
2.18 
2.18 
1.57 
I .92 
1.64 
2.18 
I .g2 
1.04 
2.18 
I .04 
1.32 
1.64 
1.64 
I .64 
1.64 
I .64 
I .04 
1.04 
2.18 
1.25 
2.18 
2.18 
I .oo 
141 
221 
225 
174 
245 
168 
157 
201 
188 
243 
89 
165 
189 
131 
Source 
trengtl 
So 
m3/sec 
.0197 1.04 
.0072 0.76 
.0120 0.75 
.0152 0.86 
,0084 0.32 
.0185 0.60 
,0143 0.48 
,0145 0.86 
,0154 .037 
.0140 0.48 
,0091 0.84 
,0159 1.07 
.0183 0.57 
,0278 0 .11  
2.87 
2.77 
2.82 
2.83 
2.83 
2.80 
2.76 
2.76 
2.85 
2.76 
2.75 
2.82 
2.81 
2.78 
2.87 
2.85 
2.81 
2.80 
2.13 
1.52 
3.52 
4.25 
2.67 
2.75 
2.73 
4.00 
4.90 
2.65 
2.82 
2570 
19000 
6940 
4330 
14200 
4890 
2920 
4750 
4210 
5110 
12100 
3960 
2980 
1290 
I8800 
1840 
2400 
3160 
2920 
3020 
4630 
4570 
1320 
2240 
2680 
2400 
11300 
7560 
6940 
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Table I. Observed ring spacing and critical radii. 
2.80 
1.59 
2.70 
2.65 
2.06 
2.24 
3.10 
2.91 
2.89 
3.40 
0.80 
2.62 
3.46 
3.65 
2.37 
2.35 
2.75 
2.20 
1.67 
2.67 
2.85 
2.13 
2.33 
1.10 
3.25 
3.71 
1.32 
2.49 
3.23 
37 
151 
115 
154 
119 
92 
181 
193 
IIO 
182 
216 
269 
I02 
77 
168 
I40 
Kine- 
matic 
'iscosity 
v x  102 
:m*/sec. 
,983 
,971 
.915 
.983 
.925 
,947 
1.140 
393 
.947 
.goo 
.go6 
.go1 
,932 
1.130 
.990 
,893 
,902 
.893 
,904 
,897 
397 
,913 
1.165 
1.205 
1.205 
I .060 
,960 
,810 
.716 
.0073 1.02 
.0204 0.45 
,0178 0.56 
.or85 0.54 
.0182 0.49 
.0147 0.63 
,0148 0.70 
,0275 0.22 
,0211 0.15 
,0204 0.15 
.0115 1.00 
,0120 0.92 
.0233 0.29 
,0193 0.50 
,0094 0.43 
iveragr 
Ring 
;pacing 
I 
cm. 
0.87 
1.38 
1.20 
1.21 
I .65 
1.40 
1.20 
1.09 
I .40 
1.40 
0.70 
1.08 
1.50 
1.20 
1.20 
1.20 
1.16 
1.12 
1.10 
1.16 
1.16 
1.16 
0.9(?) 
I.2(?) 
I.O(?) 
2.1(?) 
I .6 
1.1  
0.96 
epth 
it r, 
h, 
cm. 
3.40 
9.20 
5.40 
4.40 
9.15 
5.45 
3.90 
4.40 
5.05 
4.90 
8.20 
4.05 
3.80 
3.75 
9.20 
3.90 
4.05 
4.15 
4.00 
4.05 
5.05 
5.05 
3.85 
5.10 
335 
5.05 
9.30 
5.27 
4.76 -
Dimensionless parameters at rc: 
Taylor no. EL=& 
Reynolds no. for Ekman layer: 
RE(Ig)=Reynolds no. at r =  19 cm. 
1 - versus E;l4, taken from Table I. (The local d 
Taylor number of the flow varies with r ,  but 1 
is uniform withn a few percent in the region 
where the rings occur. It seems reasonable to 
take as the characteristic Taylor number for 
any given case that value whch obtains at the 
critical radius rc). 
W e  do not have enough data or attempts at 
identical repetition of experiments to state pos- 
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.educed 
Ring 
;pacing 
I l d  
13.0 
20.7 
18.6 
18.0 
21.5 
18.0 
16.6 
17.1 
18.0 
17.5 
18.8 
10.9 
15.5 
14.4 
17.8 
13.2 
14.0 
15.2 
14.8 
15.7 
15.7 
15.5 
8.5 
13.5 
15.5 
23.7 
18.1 
16.8 
11.2  
Dimensionless Parameters 
Applicable to flow a t  r, 
- 
7.0 
2.8 
6.0 
6.3 
4.6 
5.5 
6.6 
8.3 
9.3 
5.6 
10.2 
I .2 
10.0 
20.0 
1.7 
6.7 
6. I 
7.0 
5.8 
4.6 
7.8 
5.9 
8.0 
9.6 
12.1 
14.2 
2.3 
3.0 
6.2 
Reynolds no. for interior flow: 
(? )  denotes poorly defined values 
itively whether the scatter of points in Figure 
5 contains systematic dependence on other 
parameters or represents the intrinsic variabili- 
ty of the observations. Assuming the latter, 
the observations scatter about a straight line 
represented approximately by 
A 
- = 2.0 ,??Ai4 d 
Ths is consistent with Stern's asymptotic 
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Fig. 6. Downward circulation between rising curtains: 
Intense rings arc the rising jets; fainter rings a t  19 and 20 
cni. marks, between the more intense rings, mark down- 
ward circulation of dye shortly after it rcachcd the water 
surface. Marks of downward circulation between rings 
closer to center have become more diffuse since dye re- 
ached thcse reZions sewral minutes before instant of pho- 
tograph. Upper left hand corncr of photograph shows 
band of turbulence along outer rim of tank. 
result for the siniplcr gcometry. Two Rcy- 
nolds numbers at  the critical radius r, have 
been tabulated in Table I. The Rcynolds nuni- 
ber RIc of the interior geostrophic flow varies 
widcly and shows no disccrnable corrclation 
with other paramctcrs. Thc Reynolds numbcr 
REC of the Eknian flow, whcn qucstionablc 
values of r, arc omitted, lics in thc rclatively 
narrow range bctwecn I .6 and 3.6, (the cxtreiiic 
range of valucs of this numbcr for various 
radial positions in these cspcriiiients is of thc 
order of o to 10). The apparent corrclation of 
the onsct of rings with a narrow range of 
values of R E C  implies that tlic instability draws 
its energy from thc Eknian layer rather than 
from the geostrophic flow, and this view is 
also consistent with Stern’s analysis. 
The last colunin in Tablc I gives valucs of 
the Reynolds number of the Ekman layer at a 
radius of 19 cm, whch was usually about thc 
mid-region for the occurrence of the vertical 
sheets. Comparison of values of RE(19)  with 
R E C  will indicate the extent to whch  the 
Reynolds number at the critical radius is 
excecded in the interior of the region of in- 
stability; this might be an index to the impor- 
tance of finite amplitude effects in ths  region. 
In general, downward circulation between 
the rising curtains was considerably less sharp 
and intense than that of the rising phase. A top 
view, showing evidence of the downward 
motions, is shown in Figure 6. The fainter 
rings, whcn observed from the side of the 
tank, wcre seen to be moving downward, and 
do not represciit a rising mode of smaller 
wavclcngth. Both upward and downward 
motion. werc also observcd when dye was in- 
jected vcry slowly from capillary probes insert- 
ed at various points in the body of the flow. 
Thc upward velocities of the curtains are 
roughly 0.7 cniiniin., i.e. an ordcr of magni- 
tudc of about I % of the basic zonal velocity. 
On some occasions a fairly regular, small 
scale, zonal wave or vortex structure was 
formed on the rising curtains. An illustration 
of this effect is shown in Figure 7 .  Ths phenom- 
enon did not sceni to correlate with system- 
atically outlying values of eithcr of the cal- 
culated Reynolds numbers ; in a substantial 
nunibcr of cam the wavcs did not form in ex- 
periments conducted at Reynolds nunibers 
higher than thosc in which waves wcre observ- 
ed. The wavcs appeared to occur somewhat 
more frcqucntly liowcvcr in expcrinxnts at 
Fig. 7. Illustration of small scale zonal disturbances which 
were occasionally obscrved. Although these waves could 
not be unequivocally correlated with relatively high Rey- 
nolds numbers, they seemed to occur somewhat more 
frequently at high source rates and low viscosities. 
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higher source strengths or at lower viscosities. 
No rings or curtains were observed to form 
in several experiments performed at tempera- 
tures below 13OC., i.e. at kinematic viscosities 
greater than about 0.012 cm2/sec.; in these 
cases the Ekman flow was laminar and stable. 
Since the ranges of variation of w and h 
are limited by the design of the existing equip- 
ment, it has not been possible to vary these 
parameters over a wide enough range to test the 
expectation that the cut-off of the ring pheno- 
menon depends on a dimensionless parameter 
and is not determined solely by the higher 
viscosity of the water at the lower temperatures 
Every effort, however, has been made to 
perform the experiments under conditions of 
temperature homogenity throughout the tank 
and a t  temperature equilibrium between the 
tank and the room. The tank was carefully 
covered to minimize both wind and evapora- 
tion effects. The experiments were performed 
in the winter time, and when low temperature 
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runs were underway, the room itself was 
cooled to the temperature of the run by 
turning off the heat. If any error in maintai- 
nance of inhomogeneity existed, it was more 
probably in the direction of allowing the 
existence of vertical stability in the body of 
water in the tank. 
In a few instances, rings did not form under 
conditions in which they normally occurred. 
Disturbances such as jarring the tank and 
briefly interrupting the source flow then led to 
the formation of rings-sometimes in compet- 
ing sets at different radii, the competing sets 
then shfted and wandered somewhat until 
they interlocked into a normal pattern. 
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